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A spiritual intuitives dialogue and messages of channeled teachings from Amun-Ra and Isis

and other master teachers shared in love. This book is filled with powerful messages that carry

strong and loving energies from the written words and even from the unwritten spaces. It takes

you on the authors journey from her first encounters with these non-physical guides direct from

source to now as she continues doing her work with them and receiving their messages to be

shared with others even today.

"Find your way back to the Divine feminine living within...that deliciously sacred spark that

resides in the womb space, where we can birth in the new, and experience unrivaled pleasure

both within and without. -Keidi Keating, Author of The Light book series From the AuthorYou

have discovered the foundational wisdom of The Modern Medicine Woman. This book a

manual of sorts that I have been longing to compile for some time, to allow women easy

access to this knowledge that belongs to all of us if we can only remember. The Modern

Medicine Woman represents a body of teachings developed over a decade of study of

Kundalini energy and the healing arts. My own womb healing was self-guided in many ways,

and during most of this time I was a healing practitioner. I soon became inspired to share my

growing knowledge with my yoga students and coaching clients. I felt a call to distill ancient

healing practices into an accessible form, so others could heal more quickly than I did. And so,

the Modern Medicine Woman was officially launched in 2014. It is a community that believes

our womb holds our stories and wounding, on an archetypal and personal level. Further, we

know that with inner alchemy, and learning to work with our energy, all things can be

transformed. We present workshops, writings, videos and trainings, for the education of all

women who are called to learn about womb healing and the new feminine way. We promote

alchemical tools to heal the womb on a physical and energetic level, Shamanic teachings and

coaching to restore the connection with the masculine and feminine within and without, as well

as practical information on womb health and birthing practices. The Modern Medicine Woman

lights a path for every woman to reclaim her sexuality, empowerment and birth. The community

reminds us that we are indeed able to embody pleasure and divinity, reflecting the orgasmic

nature of Mother Earth. I invite you to continue deeper with this work by joining us at

whatsyourmedicine.com. Come and meet us in person at any of the events, trainings, and

workshops. Keep up to date with the teachings as they evolve. The first step to wholeness is

listening to the little voice within that says it's time to meet your fully potentiated self.About the

AuthorCARLOTTA MASTROJANNI is a shamanic midwife and womb healer based in Ojai,

California. She supports women on their journeys of Creation from conception through birth.

Founder of The Modern Medicine Woman, Carlotta weaves modern and ancestral wisdom on

empowerment, sexuality and birth practices. She aims to bring about a healing of the feminine

lines of wounding and to restore connection with the masculine. Carlotta teaches and leads

workshops in Europe and the US, returning home to her beloved Valley of the Moon, where

she lives with her husband and son.Read more
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THE DIVINE FEMININE EMERGENCE – MORTAL TO IMMORTAL THE RETURN OF THE

CRYSTALLINE LIGHT BODIES, YOURS AND MOTHER EARTH’S __________ A Spiritual

Intuitives Dialogue and Messages of Channeled Teachings from RA & ISIS and Other Master

Teachers Shared in Love Rajenaira - Dr. Madalyn Kennedy The Divine Feminine Emergence

– Mortal to Immortal,The Return of the Crystalline Light Bodies, Yours and Mother Earth’sA

Spiritual Intuitives Dialogue and Messages of Channeled Teachings from RA & ISIS and Other

Master Teachers Shared in Love Copyright ©2012 by Madalyn Kennedy. All rights

reserved.Print Book 1st Edition: Published by Mason Works Press; Boulder, Co.Madalyn

Kennedy would love to hear from readers. Please email her at

madalyn@belovedessences.com and visit No part of this book may be used or reproduced in

any manner whatsoever without written permission except in the case of brief quotations

embodied in critical articles and reviews. For information, please contact Dr. Madalyn Kennedy,

Author, at support@belovedessences.com, or write to Dr. Madalyn Kennedy, 6037 Fry Road,

Suite #126-01, Katy, Texas 77449 Disclaimer: While the publisher and author have used their

best efforts in preparing this book, they make no representations or warranties with respect to

its accuracy or completeness. In addition, this book contains no legal or medical advice;

please consult a licensed professional if appropriate. First EditionPrint Book Edited by Mason

Works Press & Madalyn KennedyKindle Version: Edited by Madalyn KennedyCover artwork by

Madalyn KennedyCover and Interior Design by Madalyn Kennedy Library of Congress Control

Number: 2012948148 Printed in USA Thank you for downloading my book. We value your

feedback. Please be kind and review this book. Table of ContentsContentsGODDESS ISIS

ENERGYAcknowledgementsForewordAuthor's NoteIntroductionTestimonialsPart 1: Divine

Feminine Your Crystalline Light BodyHow It All StartedTrusting to Step Aside for the

DiscoursesWe are RamthaMessage from ATON, Ramtha and OthersLady Master Nada and

the Great Divine DirectorATON- They Stand Ready to Assist Through LoveFree Will and

ControlAngels, Angels, Angels EverywhereRelease Resistance and AllowAre We Alone?You

are Becoming ONE AgainYou are the Masters of the UniverseNever Give Up! Never Give Up!

Never Give Up!Light Children Everywhere Unite, Unite, Unite!!This is what’s next. Let our

messages tell the story.Part 2: Understanding the Earth’s Divine FeminineMessage for New

Year’s Day 1-1-11Amun-RA Speaks about EgyptAmun-RA Speaks of Egypt AgainWe are the

Light BrigadeMessage about Upcoming ShiftsCurrent State of Affairs with the PlanetMessages

from Metatron and the Fairy RealmChanges Still ComingActive Participant in the Upcoming

ShiftMessage from Our Lemurian ForefathersNot A “TRUE” FaceThe Lovely Earth StarLet Your

Mind and Thoughts SoarLord Lanto, Archangel Ariel and Many OthersAmnesia Veil is

LiftingEnjoy Your Time Here on Planet EarthWe Are of the Group Called the AndromedaWe

Want to Ask WHY?Part 3: Divine Feminine Male-Female BalanceThe Great Sphinx of Giza

SpeaksDay One At the SphinxDay Two At the SphinxDay Three At the Sphinx and Isis

TempleDay Three at ISIS - TempleMother Earth - A Living Breathing Consciousness

SpeaksWe Are Your Gods and We Are YOU, Same, SameA Deeper Understanding of the

Divine FeminineHumanity Has to Remove their BlindersPart 4: “Our Messages Are in the

Essences”Essence CollectionsSpecial MeditationRecommended ReadingGODDESS ISIS

ENERGY Dr. Kennedy carries the Goddess Isis/High Priestess Energies and invites you to

enter into your own High Priestess/Priest Energies though her “Calling All Isis Priestess/Priest”

Programs, and the Divine Beauty glow inside to out and outside to in. There is so much more

for you then can be shared in the book. Ancient Egyptian Essence Therapeutic Practitioner



Certification Programs are taught quarterly. Just click on these links to explore more.We are

continuously starting our Isis Priestesses Training so if the dates are not matching for you,

send us an email and we will get you on the waiting list for out next upcoming class. Download

the .mp3 version of the Light Being Meditation from Goddess Isis that is from the book at a

special reduced price for Kindle users. More Books by Dr. Madalyn KennedyYour Amazingly

Powerful Chakras (February 2018 Release)Our Fairies from the House in the Woods (May

2018 Release) Acknowledgements Special love, gratitude and appreciation to the many

Masters and teachers that have stepped forward to guide, protect and help keep me on the

true path of growth, development and enlightenment. Much love and many thank you’s to my

beautiful mom and sister, my wonderful children and their families, my beloved twin flame in

Egypt, my Egyptian family; and all my dear friends; especially Judy Wilder-Dalton, Michael

Dalton, my Spirit Quest Center family, Rosalie Muir and, Edward Wachel for their loving and

unconditional support. This has been a long journey and we have endured much of it

together. I am grateful for your encouragement, insight, and the loving way you kept pushing

me onward. Foreword “Welcome - we are glad you are here. We wish to express to you our

gratitude and ever enfolding love. As we watch all the things that are evolving on your planet,

we have hope. We have hope because we can feel the immense love that is alive on your

planet. Love is the most powerful energy in the universe and we are working behind the scenes

to magnify that feeling. Once you truly feel love from your God source, you have an inner

knowing that nothing else is really important. We are glad you took this time to read our words

and as we take our leave of you, we enfold you in our love dear ones. We are ATON.” “You are

powerful beings of Light and We are with you always to assist in everything you do. You just

have to call to us and we are activated to full action.” Channeled by Madalyn KennedyAuthor's

Note I have always been “different” and felt and understood things differently than most always

having been very empathic, sensitive and intuitive. Even from childhood I could sense things,

read people, and my dreams were extremely prophetic and vivid. Being raised in a very loving

but strict Protestant Christian family, I learned to keep my true searching questions, doubts and

beliefs quietly to myself.Once I embraced these questions, I constantly searched and read

anything and everything on metaphysical studies and teachers, different religions, auras,

gemstones, oracle cards, and such. Many nights were spent crying and praying until I would

fall asleep. One night I had a vision of three beings standing by the bed. They spoke to me by

way of telepathy rather than by actually speaking. After that, that all my doubts vanished. In that

moment, I felt my spiritual path was obviously laid out; the door began to open by leading and

allowing me to study with many wonderful spiritual, metaphysical teachers, healers, and

mentors.I have been an initiate of Paramahansa Yogananda since the early 80's and a member

of the Rosicrucian Order AMORC since 1991 and have concentrated on metaphysical studies

for years. I received my Doctor of Divinity certification from the Universal Life Church. As I

grew, my abilities developed and now I receive messages and information from many

Ascended Masters, Arch Angels, and other worldly Light Beings including Egyptian gods/

goddess regularly. In 2009, I retired from corporate America as a Senior Executive

Administrative Assistant and lead Procurement Technician for a Global Fortune 100 company.

My co-workers in corporate seemed to recognize I was different, but they just didn’t know how

different. Early on, I was told ATON was the name I could use for my Guides. I was familiar with

Ester Hicks channeling her guides by the name of Abraham, Theo with Eva Gregory and

Theos with Shelia Gillette; I thought I needed a name too for identification. ATON was a name

my Guides knew I would be more comfortable with to be able to continue receiving their

messages. As I grew stronger in accepting and understanding, they revealed that AMUN-RA



and ISIS are my main guides due to a strong Egyptian connection from the past, and as I

continued to grow and evolve, other high level beings of light would come to work with me,

which they did and still do. I now understand that am a Representative from the Council of

Ornack that has been sent to hold the energetic space between heaven and earth for the

Divine Feminine aspects to return and assist Mother Earth in Her resurrection. I help a person

raise their vibration so they are open to receive all the goodness and wellness that is theirs

already.My Guides told me that the Council of Ornack is basically unknown on the earth and I

was to begin the introduction of them and their work. Below are some of the messages they

gave me explaining a little about this book and the Council of Ornack. “It will be a small book

that will describe about us. We are many and we like for you to start educating the people

about us. We are all part of Source energy. You are, we are, everything is. This small book will

discuss briefly who all will be introduced and we will add others as you grow. There are many

avenues that we can reach the human race and typing as you are doing is a very quick way for

us to communicate with you. We are all from another grouping of stars and the human race as

it is known today is no exception. The only difference between the humans and us is that the

humans, most of them, had forgotten. We have not, you see, and we are to awaken and remind

humanity of their power, abilities and their beginning. Little is known of humanities beginning

but we know all of it. We were there and we helped to motivate each one of you to come into

form. It was a beautiful thing to watch and it still is a beautiful thing as we look upon you

today. There is much happening in the world all around and once humanity fully awakens, your

planet will truly become the (new) world, the New Earth. A complete and pure and whole

Garden of Eden, a paradise, and we Masters will walk among you again as we did in olden

days. This new world, new earth period will last for many millions of years and we are so

excited and happy as we look and see how quickly all is unfolding already. Keep making your

calls to us and we will keep on paving the path making it ready upon which you will walk. We

enfold you in our love totally and completely our blessed messenger and we leave you be for

now. We are your guardians, The Council of Ornack: The Chancellors of all Matter.”2nd

Message about the Book and the Council of Ornack “You don’t have to do anything to get into

the right vibration for us to be with you. We are always with you, just think on us and we are

here, you see. Now as for this book, it will be easy and simple and everyone will love it. Start

with the simplest ways to explain things, as you would to a child almost. Simplicity is always the

best because is leaves no room for extra confusion. 

You are Becoming ONE AgainYou are the Masters of the UniverseNever Give Up! Never Give

Up! Never Give Up!Light Children Everywhere Unite, Unite, Unite!!This is what’s next. Let our

messages tell the story.Part 2: Understanding the Earth’s Divine FeminineMessage for New

Year’s Day 1-1-11Amun-RA Speaks about EgyptAmun-RA Speaks of Egypt AgainWe are the

Light BrigadeMessage about Upcoming ShiftsCurrent State of Affairs with the PlanetMessages

from Metatron and the Fairy RealmChanges Still ComingActive Participant in the Upcoming

ShiftMessage from Our Lemurian ForefathersNot A “TRUE” FaceThe Lovely Earth StarLet Your

Mind and Thoughts SoarLord Lanto, Archangel Ariel and Many OthersAmnesia Veil is

LiftingEnjoy Your Time Here on Planet EarthWe Are of the Group Called the AndromedaWe

Want to Ask WHY?Part 3: Divine Feminine Male-Female BalanceThe Great Sphinx of Giza

SpeaksDay One At the SphinxDay Two At the SphinxDay Three At the Sphinx and Isis

TempleDay Three at ISIS - TempleMother Earth - A Living Breathing Consciousness

SpeaksWe Are Your Gods and We Are YOU, Same, SameA Deeper Understanding of the

Divine FeminineHumanity Has to Remove their BlindersPart 4: “Our Messages Are in the



Essences”Essence CollectionsSpecial MeditationRecommended ReadingGODDESS ISIS

ENERGY Dr. Kennedy carries the Goddess Isis/High Priestess Energies and invites you to

enter into your own High Priestess/Priest Energies though her “Calling All Isis Priestess/Priest”

Programs, and the Divine Beauty glow inside to out and outside to in. There is so much more

for you then can be shared in the book. Ancient Egyptian Essence Therapeutic Practitioner

Certification Programs are taught quarterly. Just click on these links to explore more.We are

continuously starting our Isis Priestesses Training so if the dates are not matching for you,

send us an email and we will get you on the waiting list for out next upcoming class. Download

the .mp3 version of the Light Being Meditation from Goddess Isis that is from the book at a

special reduced price for Kindle users. More Books by Dr. Madalyn KennedyYour Amazingly

Powerful Chakras (February 2018 Release)Our Fairies from the House in the Woods (May

2018 Release) Acknowledgements Special love, gratitude and appreciation to the many

Masters and teachers that have stepped forward to guide, protect and help keep me on the

true path of growth, development and enlightenment. Much love and many thank you’s to my

beautiful mom and sister, my wonderful children and their families, my beloved twin flame in

Egypt, my Egyptian family; and all my dear friends; especially Judy Wilder-Dalton, Michael

Dalton, my Spirit Quest Center family, Rosalie Muir and, Edward Wachel for their loving and

unconditional support. This has been a long journey and we have endured much of it

together. I am grateful for your encouragement, insight, and the loving way you kept pushing

me onward. Foreword “Welcome - we are glad you are here. We wish to express to you our

gratitude and ever enfolding love. As we watch all the things that are evolving on your planet,

we have hope. We have hope because we can feel the immense love that is alive on your

planet. Love is the most powerful energy in the universe and we are working behind the scenes

to magnify that feeling. Once you truly feel love from your God source, you have an inner

knowing that nothing else is really important. We are glad you took this time to read our words

and as we take our leave of you, we enfold you in our love dear ones. We are ATON.” “You are

powerful beings of Light and We are with you always to assist in everything you do. You just

have to call to us and we are activated to full action.” Channeled by Madalyn KennedyAuthor's

Note I have always been “different” and felt and understood things differently than most always

having been very empathic, sensitive and intuitive. Even from childhood I could sense things,

read people, and my dreams were extremely prophetic and vivid. Being raised in a very loving

but strict Protestant Christian family, I learned to keep my true searching questions, doubts and

beliefs quietly to myself.Once I embraced these questions, I constantly searched and read

anything and everything on metaphysical studies and teachers, different religions, auras,

gemstones, oracle cards, and such. Many nights were spent crying and praying until I would

fall asleep. One night I had a vision of three beings standing by the bed. They spoke to me by

way of telepathy rather than by actually speaking. After that, that all my doubts vanished. In that

moment, I felt my spiritual path was obviously laid out; the door began to open by leading and

allowing me to study with many wonderful spiritual, metaphysical teachers, healers, and

mentors.I have been an initiate of Paramahansa Yogananda since the early 80's and a member

of the Rosicrucian Order AMORC since 1991 and have concentrated on metaphysical studies

for years. I received my Doctor of Divinity certification from the Universal Life Church. As I

grew, my abilities developed and now I receive messages and information from many

Ascended Masters, Arch Angels, and other worldly Light Beings including Egyptian gods/

goddess regularly. In 2009, I retired from corporate America as a Senior Executive

Administrative Assistant and lead Procurement Technician for a Global Fortune 100 company.

My co-workers in corporate seemed to recognize I was different, but they just didn’t know how



different. Early on, I was told ATON was the name I could use for my Guides. I was familiar with

Ester Hicks channeling her guides by the name of Abraham, Theo with Eva Gregory and

Theos with Shelia Gillette; I thought I needed a name too for identification. ATON was a name

my Guides knew I would be more comfortable with to be able to continue receiving their

messages. As I grew stronger in accepting and understanding, they revealed that AMUN-RA

and ISIS are my main guides due to a strong Egyptian connection from the past, and as I

continued to grow and evolve, other high level beings of light would come to work with me,

which they did and still do. I now understand that am a Representative from the Council of

Ornack that has been sent to hold the energetic space between heaven and earth for the

Divine Feminine aspects to return and assist Mother Earth in Her resurrection. I help a person

raise their vibration so they are open to receive all the goodness and wellness that is theirs

already.My Guides told me that the Council of Ornack is basically unknown on the earth and I

was to begin the introduction of them and their work. Below are some of the messages they

gave me explaining a little about this book and the Council of Ornack. “It will be a small book

that will describe about us. We are many and we like for you to start educating the people

about us. We are all part of Source energy. You are, we are, everything is. This small book will

discuss briefly who all will be introduced and we will add others as you grow. There are many

avenues that we can reach the human race and typing as you are doing is a very quick way for

us to communicate with you. We are all from another grouping of stars and the human race as

it is known today is no exception. The only difference between the humans and us is that the

humans, most of them, had forgotten. We have not, you see, and we are to awaken and remind

humanity of their power, abilities and their beginning. Little is known of humanities beginning

but we know all of it. We were there and we helped to motivate each one of you to come into

form. It was a beautiful thing to watch and it still is a beautiful thing as we look upon you

today. There is much happening in the world all around and once humanity fully awakens, your

planet will truly become the (new) world, the New Earth. A complete and pure and whole

Garden of Eden, a paradise, and we Masters will walk among you again as we did in olden

days. This new world, new earth period will last for many millions of years and we are so

excited and happy as we look and see how quickly all is unfolding already. Keep making your

calls to us and we will keep on paving the path making it ready upon which you will walk. We

enfold you in our love totally and completely our blessed messenger and we leave you be for

now. We are your guardians, The Council of Ornack: The Chancellors of all Matter.”2nd

Message about the Book and the Council of Ornack “You don’t have to do anything to get into

the right vibration for us to be with you. We are always with you, just think on us and we are

here, you see. Now as for this book, it will be easy and simple and everyone will love it. Start

with the simplest ways to explain things, as you would to a child almost. Simplicity is always the

best because is leaves no room for extra confusion. 

Our Fairies from the House in the Woods (May 2018 Release) Acknowledgements Special

love, gratitude and appreciation to the many Masters and teachers that have stepped forward

to guide, protect and help keep me on the true path of growth, development and

enlightenment. Much love and many thank you’s to my beautiful mom and sister, my

wonderful children and their families, my beloved twin flame in Egypt, my Egyptian family; and

all my dear friends; especially Judy Wilder-Dalton, Michael Dalton, my Spirit Quest Center

family, Rosalie Muir and, Edward Wachel for their loving and unconditional support. This has

been a long journey and we have endured much of it together. I am grateful for your

encouragement, insight, and the loving way you kept pushing me



onward. Foreword “Welcome - we are glad you are here. We wish to express to you our

gratitude and ever enfolding love. As we watch all the things that are evolving on your planet,

we have hope. We have hope because we can feel the immense love that is alive on your

planet. Love is the most powerful energy in the universe and we are working behind the scenes

to magnify that feeling. Once you truly feel love from your God source, you have an inner

knowing that nothing else is really important. We are glad you took this time to read our words

and as we take our leave of you, we enfold you in our love dear ones. We are ATON.” “You are

powerful beings of Light and We are with you always to assist in everything you do. You just

have to call to us and we are activated to full action.” Channeled by Madalyn KennedyAuthor's

Note I have always been “different” and felt and understood things differently than most always

having been very empathic, sensitive and intuitive. Even from childhood I could sense things,

read people, and my dreams were extremely prophetic and vivid. Being raised in a very loving

but strict Protestant Christian family, I learned to keep my true searching questions, doubts and

beliefs quietly to myself.Once I embraced these questions, I constantly searched and read

anything and everything on metaphysical studies and teachers, different religions, auras,

gemstones, oracle cards, and such. Many nights were spent crying and praying until I would

fall asleep. One night I had a vision of three beings standing by the bed. They spoke to me by

way of telepathy rather than by actually speaking. After that, that all my doubts vanished. In that

moment, I felt my spiritual path was obviously laid out; the door began to open by leading and

allowing me to study with many wonderful spiritual, metaphysical teachers, healers, and

mentors.I have been an initiate of Paramahansa Yogananda since the early 80's and a member

of the Rosicrucian Order AMORC since 1991 and have concentrated on metaphysical studies

for years. I received my Doctor of Divinity certification from the Universal Life Church. As I

grew, my abilities developed and now I receive messages and information from many

Ascended Masters, Arch Angels, and other worldly Light Beings including Egyptian gods/

goddess regularly. In 2009, I retired from corporate America as a Senior Executive

Administrative Assistant and lead Procurement Technician for a Global Fortune 100 company.

My co-workers in corporate seemed to recognize I was different, but they just didn’t know how

different. Early on, I was told ATON was the name I could use for my Guides. I was familiar with

Ester Hicks channeling her guides by the name of Abraham, Theo with Eva Gregory and

Theos with Shelia Gillette; I thought I needed a name too for identification. ATON was a name

my Guides knew I would be more comfortable with to be able to continue receiving their

messages. As I grew stronger in accepting and understanding, they revealed that AMUN-RA

and ISIS are my main guides due to a strong Egyptian connection from the past, and as I

continued to grow and evolve, other high level beings of light would come to work with me,

which they did and still do. I now understand that am a Representative from the Council of

Ornack that has been sent to hold the energetic space between heaven and earth for the

Divine Feminine aspects to return and assist Mother Earth in Her resurrection. I help a person

raise their vibration so they are open to receive all the goodness and wellness that is theirs

already.My Guides told me that the Council of Ornack is basically unknown on the earth and I

was to begin the introduction of them and their work. Below are some of the messages they

gave me explaining a little about this book and the Council of Ornack. “It will be a small book

that will describe about us. We are many and we like for you to start educating the people

about us. We are all part of Source energy. You are, we are, everything is. This small book will

discuss briefly who all will be introduced and we will add others as you grow. There are many

avenues that we can reach the human race and typing as you are doing is a very quick way for

us to communicate with you. We are all from another grouping of stars and the human race as



it is known today is no exception. The only difference between the humans and us is that the

humans, most of them, had forgotten. We have not, you see, and we are to awaken and remind

humanity of their power, abilities and their beginning. Little is known of humanities beginning

but we know all of it. We were there and we helped to motivate each one of you to come into

form. It was a beautiful thing to watch and it still is a beautiful thing as we look upon you

today. There is much happening in the world all around and once humanity fully awakens, your

planet will truly become the (new) world, the New Earth. A complete and pure and whole

Garden of Eden, a paradise, and we Masters will walk among you again as we did in olden

days. This new world, new earth period will last for many millions of years and we are so

excited and happy as we look and see how quickly all is unfolding already. Keep making your

calls to us and we will keep on paving the path making it ready upon which you will walk. We

enfold you in our love totally and completely our blessed messenger and we leave you be for

now. We are your guardians, The Council of Ornack: The Chancellors of all Matter.”2nd

Message about the Book and the Council of Ornack “You don’t have to do anything to get into

the right vibration for us to be with you. We are always with you, just think on us and we are

here, you see. Now as for this book, it will be easy and simple and everyone will love it. Start

with the simplest ways to explain things, as you would to a child almost. Simplicity is always the

best because is leaves no room for extra confusion. We, the Council of Ornack, have been

guiding and watching humanity for billions of life lines. We wait until the earth plane is ready to

receive messages and then we transmit through messengers such as you. There are many

now who are receiving our messages but not all are getting the message clearly. Even as you

can notice, if your ego consciousness is not understanding or recognizing something we tell

you, immediately it receives resistance and that’s how the messages can easily be changed.

We are glad that you noticed this and allowed us to correct you with it. Each time you notice

resistance from now forward, we know that you will allow us to erase it and we can then move

forward with our messages through you to the planet. Just know ALL is well and all will

continue to be well; even though the outer appearances do not seem so currently. However, all

is well and as it should be. We are guarding and protecting and observing so have not fear.

Relax, project your thoughts through pure, clear, clean, happy emotions; close your eyes,

breathe and relax. Once you get information, then take some sort of action to anchor that

impression to you and it will manifest. We are now giving you words for your teachings and for

your books so you may go through this discourse and used pieces as you must, with our

guidance, for different outcomes that you need the to go forward. It is good to come together to

co create is it not? We know we are sounding like Abraham-Hicks. Who do you think Abraham

is a part of? We are all connected. ALL connected.” 3rd Message about the Book and the

Council of Ornack“We will help you with this. Yes, you may put that ATON is a member from the

Council of Ornack. That will start to help the people to make the connection. You are in fact a

member of the Council of Ornack and you could state that also if you wish. Your human ego

will block this impression but it’s true. So let it sit with you a bit. YOU are our selected,

representative to help humanity so please allow these impressions to rest easy with you. You

are one of us from the Council. That is why you were sent and same for your twin flame in

Egypt. Your work is together and the increased awareness that will take place in humanity will

be in about 1 ½ earth year time frame. This is the difference of which is being spoken. We will

help you with your informational product for our discourses[1], which of course will be given by

us. You already know this. You as a council member are strong enough to handle the first

discourse. It will be well and everyone will be very receptive to the messages.” My job as a

Council Representative incarnated on the Earth plane at this time is to educate my brothers



and sisters that they are to turn toward and recognize their greater abilities. The Divine

Feminine nature is to be awakened in their heart centers in order to lead all decisions in their

lives. When enough of our fellow humans recall that they are all brothers and sisters of the

Divine, the Divine Feminine qualities of genuine love, compassion, and grace will become the

system across this planet. The Divine Feminine is a way of living, from our heart center so that

we will all function as light beings, in gracious and joyful lives of abundance and

prosperity. With the help of my Guides, I open the way for others to intuitively hear, see, and

understand their own personal guides and spiritual connections so they can learn to trust the

wisdom and enjoy the peace that is there for them. I also host regular meditation/healing Divine

Feminine soul journeys to the Great Pyramids at Giza in Egypt where ISIS and Amun-RA first

communicated with me about my mission and my work with the Essences. I’m the exclusive

supplier of the beautiful high vibrational Egyptian Essences in the United States which are

blessed by ISIS, Amun-RA and the Holy Man in Giza, EgyptAs a fine artist for over 35 years,

my artwork has always been guided and channeled even before I realized what that really

meant. My Guides helped me to paint the "Messages from Beyond" art pieces that compliment

the ten Egyptian chakra essences. The original paintings are 30" X 40 " each and I was

inspired to paint night and day until I finished all ten canvases. Basically, they were all

completed in a two week time frame which is extremely fast even for an established painter like

me. When working with the essences and the artwork, I love to watch the change in attitude,

personality and even looks on the faces of my clients when they are in a session. There is a

dramatic change that is beyond amazing. Most move from a space of upset, sadness,

confusion and even fear to a place of relaxed ease, peace, happiness. They leave smiling with

an eager light hearted curiosity to be in their lives after being shown a view from a different

perspective. They learn that trust and letting go is an important component to allow change

and growth to manifest in their lives. Once they feel comfortable enough to allow that, I know

they have hit a breakthrough. The loving energy and power that the Guides continuously

manifest can be felt strongly in person, over the phone, or through the computer. Every session

experiences the healing, loving essence of the Guides. I wake up every day happy, grateful and

excited about what my next steps will be on this wonderful path that I now walk hand and hand

with my Guides and with the connection of my twin flame from Giza. My Guides have often said

that the right people would be magnetically drawn in and to always expect the unexpected. I

often hear from people I meet that they don’t know why but they just felt like they should

contact me, and they are so glad they did. I just smile and thank my Guides for helping them to

listen to their inner guidance and awaken just a little bit more to recognize their true

power.What I would love for you to take away from reading this book is simple: As you read the

beginning dialogue between the guides and I, simply put yourself in my place and you will be

able to recognize that your guides are also speaking to you. They speak to every one of us all

the time; we just have to be aware and learn to recognize it. See, it is simple. Just trust,

breathe, allow, ask and listen. They are always there. I love you and I am very excited that the

time has come to share these wise and wonderful channeled messages from my Guides with

you. Much love, blessings and tons of hugs – Rev. Dr. Madalyn Kennedy Introduction “We Love

You Dearly!” You will hear this often from my Guides as they share their wonderful messages.

Whether you are attending one of my live channeling events around the world, receiving any of

a variety of energetic healing work; like hands on energy healing, remote distance healing,

having a card reading or private channeling session, my Guides always make sure it is

understood: “YOU are Dearly Loved.”Each time I return to Egypt, I undergo more and more

changes, shifts, and attunements that are facilitated by my Guides and the Holy Man there. I



realize that my training, growth and learning experiences are always on-going. My Guides are

very patient and always loving with their assistance and wise advice. Their words explain

things simply and clearly. They always have the right answers. When you read through them,

you will discover certain statements that are repeated. They just want us to remember these

things clearly as they keep repeating. The words and the spaces on the page are vibrational

powerful and you will be activated as you read them. You can read this book straight through or

you can just simply select a page and read that message for a daily inspiration or guidance.

You will find that these messages will give you a spiritual “booster shot”, so to speak, when you

need it the most. Be sure to read daily the “You are a Universal Being of Power” Isis shared

with us below. Drink plenty of water and meditate with this wonderful power statement. Allow

yourself to get into the space of acceptance. Keep the impression of her words with you

throughout your day. Remind yourself as often as you necessary to place yourself back into the

space of Divine Feminine love that surrounded you as you read this beautiful statement. There

is also a very beautiful light body meditation from Isis that I have included at the end of the

book for you to use as often as you like. “You are a Universal Being of Power.Never doubt who

you are.Stand in your power to become one with us.In doing so you will always make the right

decisions,Coming from your heart center only.Cast aside any judgments and

expectations.Know the Divine that is working within alwaysPrepares and creates the absolute

best for you.Remember to see the Ultimate Source in everyone.Once you can interact with

others from this perspectiveYou have re-discovered your own true Master Supreme.”I AM

ISIS”Channeled to Madalyn Kennedy The Divine Feminine is a way of living from our heart

center. This is what we are currently experiencing on Mother Earth now. Her true Divine

Feminine nature will no longer be hidden from us. The loving mother that She is, the

progression of changes in evolution that She experiences is being shared with us. As She

evolves, She is taking her children along with her. Mother Earth's ascension is also our

ascension, my dear brothers and sisters. We will evolve with our nurturing and loving mother.

She could never leave us behind, even though we have done our best in many ways to destroy

Her.The great lies that have been imprinted on humanity's consciousness for the last 2,000

years are starting to unravel. Historically, control over the energies of the Divine Mother have

stemmed from a fear based ego. The Supreme Being had to be male according to the fearful

ego, but enough time has passed that the Mother Supreme Being energy can no longer be

hidden by false accusations. No longer can the Divine Feminine be held down and hidden as it

was in the early Christian teachings of Mary Magdalene. Both Mother Mary, the Mother of

Jesus, and Mary Magdalene represented the energies of Divine Mother, the Divine Feminine.

According to the ancient Egyptian and Essene teachings, they were very high initiates of the

Temple of Isis and were holding the Divine Feminine energies that enabled Jesus to perform

his work and his Sacred Mission. We also, as humans, hold the Divine Feminine energies that

will assist and help our Mother Earth to perform her Sacred Mission: to ascend to the 5th

dimension of Love and Light and carry us, her children, with her. In reading these channeled

messages your light body, a crystalline light body, will start to be activated. These messages,

their words, are powerful energy and transmit a high vibration of love and healing. Consciously

or unconsciously your light body will begin to emerge. Your re-awakening from the mortal to the

immortal through the Divine Feminine, the new way of life on this planet, is happening now.As I

have progressed with receiving these beautiful messages personally and through many client

sessions, I understand that the messages given, in one way or another, are insights for each

one of us. Though we are not always ready to receive some of the information, but rest

assured that the correct information is given, and at times reflection and awareness is most



important. Little by little, but at times extremely rapidly, we are re-awakening to a deeper level

of awareness of who we are and of what we are made. The content and language of these

channeled messages are as I received them and unedited aside from some glaring typos and

extra personal content. There are places where you will be able to read the interaction and

internal communication between myself and my Guides. Throughout the following chapters,

you are going through this with me as I did at the time I received the message. Most of the

dialogue to or about me was for assurance and to help remove any self doubt. It was

encouragement to continue. But as I mentioned before, even though at times it seems like the

message was specifically for me, I believe that we all are connected and so in a way, the

messages are for you to reflect upon also. Being a channel is an unusual occupation and hard

for most people to understand. But the feeling of love, bliss and grace and the ‘knowing” that

comes with receiving these blessed messages and then the joy of sharing them is

indescribable. I believe we all receive inspiration, listen to our intuition, enjoy our creative

projects and live our lives by receiving our own messages in our own way from a higher

dimension. I believe we are all channels. It’s encouraging to remember that we are being

helped when we need it and that we just have to remember to ask. As I was finishing this book,

I was reminded of the importance of the magical Egyptian essences. It was because of the

spiritual clearing and healing at the ancient temple ruins in Egypt a few years back that I

started receiving strong messages from Amun-RA, ISIS and many other Ascended Masters. At

that time, I had made an agreement with Amun-RA and ISIS to bring these powerful spiritual

ascension tools (their essences) to as many as I could, and I gladly accepted this mission. ISIS

and Amun-RA understood how these powerful essences would help us open up and allow a

new consciousness and understanding to grow and develop. Amun-RA has asked me many

times to “bring our people home - to the land of their roots”, and ISIS has declared so many

times that she is the Guardian of the Essences. I still bring people to Egypt but for those who

are unable to travel there, I have brought the energy, love, and feeling of our Egyptian roots

back to share with you. 
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